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Securing the keys to the kingdom

Every organization has the goal and responsibility to ensure data confidentiality, integrity, and authenticity.Cryptographic systems are extensively used to provide the security needed for data transport. Cryptographic systems use keys to lock and unlock the encrypted data. The security and management of these keys is critical to the cryptographic system’s viability.

Cryptographic environments can be complex, with the various domains each having its own set of master keys and access control point (ACP) settings. Remember: these keys are the most important keys for protecting your data. Many standards require that the key parts of the master keys are never in the clear.

For IBM® z Systems™, the Host Cryptographic Module keys are the most important keys that you have. Many standards require that the key parts of master keys never be in the clear outside of a Hardware Security Module (HSM). For z Systems, IBM Trusted Key Entry (TKE) is the appliance that keeps those key parts properly encrypted while generating key material and loading master keys.

Note: Throughout this publication, the TKE acronym refers to Trusted Key Entry.

Most businesses that use TKE put the TKE workstation in a secure room with complex procedures that require layers of approval for access. Typically, dual-control management is required, and that involves multiple people. For these reasons, it is vital to keep TKE and Host Cryptographic Module management quick, efficient, and accurate.

This IBM Redbooks® Point-of-View publication reviews the IBM Trusted Key Entry product and the four features that streamline the mission-critical tasks that are performed from TKE. Proper use of these features increases the speed and accuracy of your Host Cryptographic Module management and reduces the amount of time that you need in the TKE secure room.

---

**Highlights**

- Proper management of your z Systems cryptographic modules is vital to securing your data. Your cryptographic module management system needs these capabilities:
  - Grouping of domains to save time and resources
  - Loading master key parts efficiently and easily
  - Proper collection and application of data from a source host cryptographic module to a target host cryptographic module
  - Wizards to support setup and configuration activities

---
Trusted Key Entry is in control

Trusted Key Entry is a fully tested and supported IBM z™ Systems appliance. It is released with z Systems hardware that is used to manage the master keys and operational keys on your Host Cryptographic Modules. Crypto Express2, Crypto Express3, and Crypto Express4 modules provide 16 domains, each with its own set of master keys and access control points governing cryptographic activity. Crypto Express5S provides even more virtualization, with up to 85 domains.

TKE gives you compliance-level, hardware-based key management with the latest encryption strengths, dual controls, and security-relevant auditing. TKE also provides secure, simplified administration of both module-wide and domain-specific settings for your modules. These settings control the security policy for managing modules and the services that can be used. With multiple modules, each providing at least 16 domains, the z Systems cryptographic configurations can be complex. TKE simplifies this situation by allowing you to group modules or domains together.

In addition, TKE allows secure and efficient movement of administrative settings from one Host Cryptographic Module to another. This approach provides fast deployment of new modules on production, test, or disaster recovery systems. TKE operates from a workstation with a local cryptographic adapter that runs the TKE software. It is a closed system, so no additional code can be installed. To have full hardware-based, compliance-level master key management, smart cards and readers are required.

Domain grouping

A z Systems Host Cryptographic Module has at least 16 domains. However, a set of domains often shares the same settings. TKE domain groups allow you to treat any set of domains, across any number of systems or logical partitions (LPARS) as though they were a single domain.

Imagine this scenario as an example: You have a single LPAR with two Crypto Express 5S modules and you want the same master keys for domains 0, 1, 2, and 3 on both modules, and you want to enable the same set of cryptographic services on both modules. In addition, you want both modules to have the same roles and authority indexes.

Without domain grouping, you need to go through the time-consuming procedure of configuring each module and each domain, one at a time, making certain that the module-wide and domain-specific settings are exactly the same between the different modules and domains. With domain grouping, you can define a group ID, a set of domains, and a master domain, and then configure the modules and domains from within the domain group. You can also compare the members of the group to verify that there are no mismatches between their settings.

Load All New Master Keys

Loading new master key parts has been a tedious and time-consuming process, requiring clearing of registers and separate loading of master key parts. Trusted Key Entry version 8.0 makes it possible to load all master key parts in a single process.

Loading the master key involves four basic steps:
1. Clear the new master key register, if it is not empty.
2. Load the first key part.
3. Load middle key parts, if there are any.
4. Load the last key part.

Typically, businesses have different key officers for their first, middle, and last key parts.
The Load All New Master Keys function takes you through this entire process. Officers need to supply their parts of the master key only once. The function can be started from any master key. You simply highlight a master key, right-click for options, and select **Load All New Master Keys**.

At the beginning of each step, a window opens where you can choose which keys to work with. The current step is always populated with your selections from the previous step. All commands sent to the module must be signed, including the `clear` command and all of the `load` commands. Any time that a step requires an authority signature key, you are asked for one.

**The Full Function Migration Wizard**

The Full Function Migration Wizard is the common name for a set of tasks that you can perform from the Configuration Migration Tasks application of TKE. This application includes two wizards that collect configuration data from a source Host Cryptographic Module and apply that data to the target Host Cryptographic Module.

The source and target modules might be on the same z Systems platform or they might be on different z Systems platforms. They can be extremely valuable if you purchase new cryptographic modules for an existing z Systems platform or if you purchase a new z Systems platform and want the new cryptographic modules as clones of existing ones. Also, if you need to replace a cryptographic module for any reason, you might want to configure the replacement with the same settings.

Without the Migration Wizard, the only way to set up a new z Systems cryptographic module is to go through all of the steps of configuring it independently, including creating roles and authority indexes, clearing and loading master key registers, and selecting which services can be used within each domain.

After the initial Full Function Migration Wizard tasks have been performed, the Collect Configuration Data Wizard takes approximately five minutes to collect all of the data from a module, no matter how many domains the module might have. An `Apply` operation also takes approximately five minutes. The time saved over a similar manual configuration of the module is enormous.

Also, the keys end up in the same state as they were during the collect operation. If your logical partitions are using key data sets (KDS) that are already encrypted under the master key, your domain is ready to use immediately.

**The Trusted Key Entry Workstation Setup Wizard**

TKE provides a Workstation Setup Wizard to help you set up a workstation or confirm that the workstation settings are configured correctly. The wizard gives you the opportunity to enable features that you want, including smart card readers, along with the ability to check or change existing settings, such as network settings or default passwords, and to highlight problems that you might not have noticed until you were doing a mission-critical task. The wizard takes minimal time to run and significantly reduces the time that it takes to deploy a TKE. It also helps you confirm that your workstation has been properly secured.

**What’s next: How IBM can help**

The management of your z Systems Host Cryptographic Module environment requires efficient and secure setup and maintenance. The Trusted Key Entry Workstation Setup wizard, domain groups, Load <<All?> New Master Keys function, and the Full Function Host Migration Wizard all simplify that management while continuing to provide the hardware-based, compliance-level features that you demand. When properly used, these features can increase the speed and accuracy of your Host Cryptographic Module management and reduce the amount of time that you need in the TKE secure room.
To help you get started, there are details about TKE in the IBM Knowledge Center. There is also an IBM TKE YouTube channel that has dozens of how-to videos, with an entire playlist dedicated to the Full Function Host Migration Wizard. The links to these resources are in the “Resources for more information” section that follows.

Resources for more information

For more information about the concepts highlighted in the paper, see the following resources:

- IBM z/OS® Cryptographic Services, IBM Knowledge Center  
  [http://ibm.co/lSEuu8](http://ibm.co/lSEuu8)
- z/OS Cryptographic Services ICSF TKE Workstation User’s Guide, IBM Knowledge Center  
  [http://ibm.co/1PnKERu](http://ibm.co/1PnKERu)
- IBM TKE YouTube channel for various how-to videos  
  [https://www.youtube.com/user/IBMTKE](https://www.youtube.com/user/IBMTKE)
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